Hi we're talking today in this
episode of The Guy R Cook
Report about using a free speed
test to measure how fast your
webhost is serving your
content maybe you're shopping
for a web host for a new online
project this might be that pearl
in the oyster as I say
oftentimes they'll help you and
determine if you're getting a
good host there's a lot of free hosts a lot of pay-to-play hosts and we're gonna
look at a couple.
The online speed test tool that I use is GT metrix and here are the steps that I
use to measure the performance of a web host and maybe a little extra first in
order to find out the IP address of your hosts you're going to go to HTTPS
colon forward slash forward slant I oftentimes say whack Doc's
dot NEXESS dot net forward slant article forward slant how-to -find - the IP - address - of - a - website - or - server dot HTML thank God for show
notes if you go toThe Guy R Cook Report dot Podbean dot com you can get
that link and then you won't have to try to scribble it down as I say it so fast
so you go to that site and it's gonna look like this there's the nexess window
the Global DNS checker and what you do and I've already done this for
google.com and the name we're all familiar with check DNS service around
the world and do a lookup and I took the address that is assigned to Mountain
View California where headquarters is of 172.217.5 .14
Okay then i did a test and to really measure the test I compared it against the
test i ran off with my hosting and it beats google according the GT metrics
were just a touch faster a little bit of edge by using SiteGround over hosting
at Google according to this test so I'm not saying I've thrown down the
gauntlet oh I'm faster than they are but according to this test I am

So once you have an idea of
how fast the server can deliver
your content then make sure
that your content is well
crafted package they'll take
advantage of that good speed
cuz you can have a really cat
fast server and have bad
content and make it go south
it's not gonna be up to your
expectations and that's what
we're all about speak of expectations the patrons expect to get this kind of
content we thank you for your support and return for that
effort helping us meet our goals and obligations if you liked this check out
the other episodes of The Guy R Cook Report and take a look at the credits
when you get to the show notes that you've gotten to by going to The Guy R
Cook Report dot Podbean.com and this concludes this episode.
It's a wrap

